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Luxor Solar offers - only to a special selection of clients 
- the service to extend the standard product guarantee*
of the Eco Line series from the standard of 15 years to up
to 20 years and hence ensure the backup of reliability for
another 5 years at most. This offers additional flexibility on
extending the standard warranty services on workmanship
where desired or required, to add up to an extra on security
and reliability.

FOR ALL ECO-LINE GLASS-FOIL SOLAR MODULES
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Because each LUXOR photovoltaic module is  
carefully manufactured and its function is constantly  
subjected to the strictest internal quality controls, we can 
ensure a warranty on flawless workmanship on the product 
for 15 years as a standard warranty period already.

The Extension 15+ it simple to get and available when re-
quired, you can book it for

+ a specific number of panels
+ the number of years you are looking to extend

Any questions? 
Please do not hesitate to contact your account manager or customer service at Luxor Solar at any time!

By adding up the warranty extension desired, you 
can ensure your system to be running without  
problems from the side of the solar module for up to 5 
years more, which relieves you from worrying about  
problems for another five years and hence secure the  
product of your system for up to another 5 years.

The extended warranty certificate will be ready for you to 
be downloaded in the designated area on the website of 
Luxor Solar  (www.luxor-solar.com/downloads.html). 
The confirmation of your booking will be shown in 
the document of purchase to ensure your warranty is  
listed and available upon request when needed.
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LUXOR SOLAR STANDARD ECO LINE GLASS-FOIL PRODUCT WARRANTY

PRODUCT WARRANTY EXTIONTION 15+

WHY EXTEND THE WARRANTY?

WHAT TO DO TO GET IT?
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